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Abstract
Comnuter fire modelling is an important high-tech tool in fire safety engineering and fire science. The 
translion to objective-based building codes means that these models will find â ^ 10̂ 1 at
based fire-safety design of wood structures. Accordingly for more than a dec » ,
Srintek todevelop heat-transfer models for wood-frame assemblies exposed to fire. Dubbed
WALL2D the model developed by Forintek’s researchers predicts heat transfer through simp e non 
S g  w oolstod walls filled with theimal/acoustical insulation in the sad  cavrt.es ^  
on toe two faces Then, in 2001 Forintek elected to outsource all future development of these models. 
This project provides funding, direction and oversight for the outsrde development of these des.gn to .

Forintek contracted toe services ofNortak Software Ltd. to develop » heat
walls of buildings. That work was completed in 2003 when Nortak de ivered to Forintek a hea frans e 
model which predicts the thermal response of wood-frame extenor walls «instructed« * either extern
EPS insulation or exterior semi-rigid glass-fiber panel insulation, an cerami ® efforts to 
subjected to standard fire exposures on the outside face. This is being used to assist Canadian efforts 
promote use of Canadian housing technology and Canadian wood construction materials in Japan.

The limited capabilities of toe desk-top computer systems (speed and memory) and computational 
S J X n - X  ^  early 1990’s when Forintek's model was first M J
many simplifications in the engineering assumptions and computational algorithmsi in modek 
resulted in a number of limitations in the model’s predictive capabilities. With today s com putetjste- ,  
many of those simplifications are no longer needed. Therefore, Forintek ‘ " e t
Software Ltd. to modify WALL2D so that users would be able to defme specific &c expo “
in any analysis of toe thermal response of walls, including those^^expo^ mvolvmg ™
temperatures, and to have the option of inputting key thermo-physical material-property ^  for toe 
principal components in walls. Since Japanese building regulations were revised 
of wood-frame buildings within the high-density urban centres
cities if the major loadbearing elements in those buildings met special requirements for fire resistance 
or of  toe n S l n s  which Dr Takeda was to incorporate into WALL2D was an ophonwtoch won d 
permit users to model the toennal response of walls subjected to those
2004 Dr Takeda concluded that one of the mathematical “simplifications m the WALL2D heat 
model rendered toe model difficult, if not impossible to use for fires that declmed n,i seventy^ He then 
attemDted to employ a new computer model, however, serious flaws m some of the engin g 
a S m s  L l X a r e  in this new heat transfer model caused Forintek’s fire scientists to question

to the work. Therefore, in March 2005 a
work on hiatus for at least one year while alternative strategies for development of the requisite heat 
transfer models were considered.

Prior to the 2001 decision to cease in-house development of heat-transfer models little progress had been 
mTde by researchers at Forintek in developing a heat transfer model for w ood-fr^e floorsS ince this 
was a priority, Forintek began pursuing the development of these models in 
University and the NSERC Industrial Research Chair in Fire Safetyr Engineering Steve 
students enrolled at Carleton University, completed preliminary development of a ^  ™
transfer model for floor assemblies constructed with timber joists plywood or̂  OSE  ̂floor sheatii g d 
fire-rated gypum-board ceilings attached to the bottom of the joists. Currently, Craft is debuggi g 
model to “ both programming and engineering problems related to mass transfer m d to  mjprove toe 
algorithms which handle mass transfer of moisture/water vapour and the pyrolysis products of wood,
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the dehydration of gypsum. Ling Lu, another of the students enrolled at Carleton University has 
developed a finite-elSnent model whieh predicts the structural behaviour of a protected wood-joist A 
soon as Craft’s thermal performance model is compled, she will couple h ŝ c W  
thermal performance model. In the meantime, she is developing a modelto 
performance of entire wood-joist floor systems. It too will be coupled to Craft s thermal perto
model.

While working for the American Forest & Paper Association (AF&PA), Dr ^ c J ^ d e ^ l a  
simple one-dimensional computer model for predicting char formation m large tnnbermnembes 
to Are- CROW fChar-Rate-of-Wood). CROW was validated by comparison with ASTM E 119 data 
Doùglas &  gTnS“ :. E o J e r ,  CROW was no, practical for either desif  or research pmpo e .
Therefore, in 2005-2006, Forintek will establish an a g r e e m e n t “ ^ Ww t t h  i  
Department of Fire Technology at the Southwest Research Institute (SwRI), to merge 
commercially available finite-element thermal analysis model.
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1 Objectives
Expand markets and extend wood use through technology, domestically
development of those heat transfer models for wood-frame assemblies that will become the key too 
delivery of performance-based fire safety design of wood structures by:

.  Completing development of Forintek’s heat transfer models for wood-frame exterior and interior wall
assemblies.

Developing computer models to predict the response of wood-frame floor assemblies to fire attack,
including both the thermal and the structural response of such assemblies.

Developing models to predict the probability of failure of wood-frame building elements during fire.

2 Background
"Performance-based fire safety engineering” was defined by Custer andMeachami m tte i r  book 
Introduction to Performance-Based Fire Safety as “an engmeenng approach to fire protection design 
3 ™  (1) agreed upon fire safety goals and design objectives; (2) deterministic - d  FObabihstm
evaluation of fire initiation, growth and development; (3) the physical “ ^ “ f r ^ X ^ v e s ” 
effluents; and (4) quantitative assessment of the effectiveness of design alternatives agams, object ves
[1997], They went on to note that beginning with the British and Japanese f ^ L a r t f c
worldwide attention through the Wairen Centre Report from Australia [1989] 
minimizing prescriptive constraints and maximizing design flexi l lty in ui ln- (Australia
increasingly widespread. Finally, they obseryed that by 1996, there were at least 13 countries <* '4 »,
S K  France, Great Britan,, Japan, The Netherlands, New Zealand, N o r w a y S p a “ , 
Sweden and the United States) and two international organizations (The International Orgrn zati 
Standardization [ISO] and the International Council for Building Research and Documentafron [OB]) 
using or actively developing performance-based codes and related engineering tools and methods.

In 1984 research scientists at Forintek foresaw the advantages that building code acceptance of 
performance-based design would provide manufacturers of wood-based building products by maximizing 
£ “ n bûilïhTdSgn and by levelling the playing field with
materials Many of the historical biases against combustible wood construction with f
specifications of prescriptive building codes would no longer pose an valid
wood-based materials when designing buildings provided it could be t o o u M  
engineering tools that building designs offered code-mandated levels of 2 o S
Research Challenges in the Last Decade o f the 20th Century [Richardson 1989] ^
Fire Research Challenges for Canadian Wood Products Under
[Richardson, 1999], the two long-term fire-research plans which have guide fire-safety-
program since the mid 1980’s included, as one of their major goals, d e v e T h o s e  rese^ch
engineering tools which facilitate performance-based design of wood-frame biuildmg .■
p l L  environed Foriutek researchers developing heat transfer models for various J
which, once each model was validated, could be turned over to structure1 engmeers
the heat transfer model to structural models and thereby create some of the engineering tools needed tor
performance-based fire-safety design of wood-frame buildings. 1
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Heat transfer models utilize thermo-physical property data for the
assembly being modelled; and mathematical algorithms and computer progra , • ’
conductive and L v ec tiv e  flow of heat from a (hot) fire environment into and through a construction 
assembly. In addition, the models predict thermal, physical and chemical changes m the assembly an 
various components resulting from those heat flows.

In 1998 Forintek completed development of a “first-generation” heat frmsfer model for s ^ m ^ ic a l  
wood-frame walls (partitions). Dubbed WALL2D, this mode predicts
through simple non-bearing wood-stud walls filled with thermal/acoustical insulation in he stud cavit 
a n d T n s Z b o a rd  on the two faces. In addition to depicting temperatures at various locations within 
walls f  wALL2D provides the following information about the effects of a “defined fire exposure on

TT ssem bly “finish rating” (see Takeda, 2003 for definition of terms used with WALL2D),
• “insulation failure” of the assembly
• time to the onset of char formation in the studs,
• depth of char in the studs , as a function of time,
• dimensional shrinkage of the gypsum board,
• opening of joints between adjacent sheets of gypsum board,
• the time when the gypsum board falls from the studs, and
• dimensional shrinkage and melting of any insulation between the studs.

The defined fire to which the wall is assumed to be subjected by the WALL2D model is the time- 
temperature exposure specified in ASTM E 119, CAN/ULC-S101 and ISO 834.

Forintek scientists published information about WALL2D in a
[Takeda, 2000], scientific journals [Takeda, 2003; Takeda and Mehaffey , WALL2D took
and Carisse 19941 and in the proceedings for a number of scientific conferences. Whil 
more Z  a e e l  to develop" there were still a number of important factors .ha, were not ■ » > * « £  
into the model and thermo-physical effects that were not fully addressed
made an about-face and elected to cease all in-house development of :hef 1 e modelling to 
was not made lightly Forintek’s scientists and management still considered computer f  g
r a n " n ï Ü - t e c h  tool in fue-safety engineering and fire science, a n d - - “ f j  
for the wood indushy. However, development of WALL2D had f “ “ ^ t t a t  F
resources were insufficient for timely delivery of the requisite models ‘ Z n tlT o u ld  b e lb le  to 
assemblies through in-house efforts alone. Since the amount of resources that Forintek would be able to
bring to bear on this work was unlikely to change in the foreseeable friture, F o n r t e [J  orogram 
their development Accordingly, a new research project was included m Formtek s research program, 

Î Æ  toVrovide funding, direction and oversight for outside development of those
heat transfer models. This report describes progress achieved in that research in 200 -  •

3 Research Plan
3.1 Strategy
Forintek’s acknowledgement in 2001 that it did not have the necessary resources to deliver the requisite 
heaMransfer m o d e lsV  all wood-frame assemblies in a timely efficten, n r ^ e r  mean 
establishment of alliances and partnerships with other research organizations was essential. Formtek also 
Z Z Z Z Z t a n c e  from the one" individual most familiar with the engmeenng pnncples and
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computer-code and software in Forintek's WALL2D heat transfer model, Dr « « 1 »  « e d a ,  wouU also 
be essential if “reinvention of the wheel” was to be avoided. Therefore, Fonntek elected t o œnftaet the 
services of Dr Takeda whenever it was necessary to enhance the predictive capa 111 ,
create new heat transfer models based upon the 1 VALL2Dcomputet,onal fa n e , and to collaborate with 
other research organizations when entirely new models were to be devised.

3.1 Organization of the Research

The heat transfer modelling focused upon four principal construction elements ofbm^ l̂ d^ ^ p l asi
1. Exterior wood-frame walls meeting the performance requirements for Japanese bull g Q

Fire Protection Zones exposed to fire on the exterior façade, u in Firo Protection
2. Wood-frame walls meeting the Japanese performance requirements for buildings m

Zones,
3. Wood-frame interior partitions / walls, and
4. Wood-frame floor constructions.

In addition, Forintek would pursue other practical fire modelling opportunities that might become 
available.

3.1.1 Heat Transfer Model for Exterior Walls of Houses in Japanese Quasi Fire Protection Zones

In an effort to enhance export markets for Canadian housing technology and
both the Canadian government represented by National Resources Canada (NRCan-CAJSI Mb 1) ana me 
Ca^a^M^oodTndustry have been promoting Super-Eenergy efficient constructiorisy st^cr^ 
in other Asian countries. Because Canadian officials identified construction of wood-frame buildmgs m 
iaptm L  an important market priority, and the fire performance of extenor w orf-fam e 
exterior foamed-plastic insulation and ceramic-siding ram screens aŝ  one o f t o “  
capturing a larger share of that market, Forintek development computer models for prediction o
transfer through those types of assemblies.

3.1.2 Heat Transfer Model for Wood-frame Walls of Buildings in Japanese “Fire Zones

In recent years Japanese building regulations were revised to permit construction of.
(combustible) buildings within the high-density urban centres (Fir, Protect™ Zones)I o f 1thenlarger cihes
If the major loadbearing elements in those buildings
soecifications for fireproof construction have been dubbed the one plus t .
because, for “low-rise” wood-frame apartment buildings and large houses they in c lu d e j® ^tm g  - 
hour of fire-resistance when tested in accordance with ISO 834, and contmued load bea g p ty 
when the test assembly is maintained under structural load with the fire-test furnace in-place agains 
side of the assembly, but turned off, for an additional three hours.

As noted above Canadian officials identified construction of wood-frame buildmgs in Japan as an 
tanortSit market priority. However, the Japanese “one-plus-three” fire-res,stance reqmrements for 
structures within JaV <*e Fire Protection Zones was a major impediment to the’ “ S g  
wood products for construction of buildings in large Japanese cities. Because Fonntek.sW A U M Hhea 
transfer model was incapable of modelling heat transfer through walls when exposure températures 
S v  de” ay ovrn a prolonged period of time, Forintek began developing heat transfer models capable of 

i  response'of walls subjected to the fire (thermal)
one-Dius-three test method. Initially, this effort focused on upgrading of Forintek s WALL2D heat 
transfer model. Later, it was decided to base this work on a different computer programming platform.
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3.2.3 Enhancement of WALL2D Model for Wood-frame Walls

The limited capabilities of the desk-top computer systems (speed and memory) and computational 
software programs in the early 1990’s when Forintek’s WALL2D model was first detnsed r a n t e d  
many simplifications in the engineering assumptions and computational algorithms in the m .
“ s i e d  m a number of limitations in the model’s predictive capabilities. With today’s ems
many of those simplifications are no longer needed. For example, users of Forintek s WALL2DJ** 
transfer model faced two significant handicaps when attempting to analyze the thermal performance of 
wall assemblies: the model did not provide users any options to ’ default, thermo-physical 
property data assigned to the principal materials in walls, or to the default, standard AS
exposure.

Analysis of the thermal response of assemblies for performance-based design entails assessment of the 
response of walls to design fires having separate growth, fully-developed, and decay phases The current 
version of WALL2D assumes a continually increasing severity of exposure. Consequently 
could not be used to analyze the thermal responses of the gypsum board covered walls m theRouses 
during the 2001 fire tests in Kemano, BC (Richardson, 2002). Therefore, Forintek began efforts to 
modify WALL2D so that users would be able to define specific fire exposures to be used in any an Y 
of the thermal response of walls, including those exposures involving a decline m fire temperatures, and 
to have the option of inputting key thermo-physical material-property data for the principal materials m 
walls. In many ways, this was to be a simple extension of the modifications to WALL2D described above 
to predict the thermal response of walls subjected to the fire (thermal) exposures specified in Japan s one- 
plus-three test method.

3.1.4 Heat Transfer Model for Wood-frame Floor-ceiling Assemblies

Prior to the 2001 decision to cease in-house development of heat-transfer models, researchers at Forintek 
had done some work on modelling the fire performance of steel gusset plates used m the a b n d  ° 
metal-plate-connected wood trusses. However, little progress had been achieved in developmg^ heat 
transfer model for wood-frame floors. Since this was a priority, Forintek began pursuing the develop 
of these models in collaboration with Carleton University. With funding support from the Cana 
wood industry (primarily Forintek) and the National Science and Engineering Research Council m 
Carleton University established an Industrial Research Chair in Fire Safety Engineering. The focus for 
the Chair’s research program is the development of fire-safety-engmeermg tools for non-residential 
wood-frame buildings. Students enrolled in the university’s engineering program are developing heat 
transfer models for floor assemblies as the research component of their Doctoral theses.

3 Staff
L. R. Richardson

Dr J.R. Mehaffey 
R. Desjardins, P.Eng., M.Sc.
M. Batista 
C. Giguère

Project Leader, Research Scientist 
Group Leader, Fire Research Group 
Research Scientist
Program Manager, Building Systems Department 
Research Technologist, Fire Research Group 
Secretary, Building Systems Department
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4 Accomplishments (2002-2003)
A detailed description of the accomplishments in 2002-2003 can be found in Richardson, 2003.

4.1 Heat Transfer Models for Exterior Walls of Houses in Japan

Forintek contracted the services of Dr. Takeda to travel to the Japan Testing Center for Construction 
Materials (JTCCM) in Tokyo to gather the information necessary for the successful developmen o a ea 
ti^sfer model for exterior wood-frame walls with exterior foamed-plastic insnlatton and ceramtc-stdmg 
“ to screT^ when exposed to fire on the exterior face. Then, with the information obtained from t o
JTCCM in-hand, Forintek proceeded to contract the services of Nortak bo1'™ " ' Nortakdeïivered to 
development of Forintek's heat transfer model for extenor walls. In March M M jN ort* tohvered  to 
Forintek a heat transfer model which predicts the thermal response of wood-frame « ten o r wa 
constructed with exterior EPS insulation and ceramic-siding ram screens when subjected to standa 
e x p o r ts  on t o  outside face. Comparisons between the model's predicted outcomes and the results of 
tests carried out by the JTCCM show very good agreement (Richardson, 2003).

A paper entitled “Fire Resistance of Wood-Framed Exterior Walls: The Effect of an External Air Cavity 
and External Insulation” was presented by J. Mehaffey at the /  International Symposium on Fire Safety
Science in Worcester, MA.

4.2 Heat Transfer Model for Interior Wood-frame Partitions

Dr. Takeda was contracted to annotate WALL2DSsource code with appropriate 
Those annotations identified the function of each line or group of hues m the source cod^ 
the engineering assumptions, algorithms, default thermo-physical property values employed in t o  mode 
and reference sources for each. That work was completed and an electronic copy of the annotated source
code delivered to Forintek.

A paper entitled “A Model to predict fire resistance of non-load bearing wood-stud walls by FI. Takeda 
was published in Fire Mater. 27(l):19-39.

4.3 Heat Transfer Model for Floor-Ceiling Assemblies

With the encouragement of Forintek, in 2002 one of the students enrolledat f  even
Craft, chose as the topic for his PhD thesis t o  reliability of wood-frame floors in firn of ,h 
that Craft will carry out for his thesis is the development of a heat transfer model for floor assemblies 
“  t o l d  w iS d - w o o d  joists. Therefore, Forintek agreed to provide technical assistance and some
financial support to Craft for this research.

5 Accomplishments (April 2003-March 2004)
A detailed description of the accomplishments in 2003-2004 can be found in Richardson, 2004.

5.1 Heat Transfer Models for Exterior Walls of Houses in Japan
As noted above in March 2003, Forintek acquired a heat transfer model which predicts the thermal 
respond of wood-frame exterior’walls constructed with exterior EPS insulation and ceramic-siding ram
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screens when subjected to standard fire exposures on the outside face. While the construction of exterior 
walls with exterior foamed-plastic (EPS) insulation is commonly used in Tokyo and surrounding 
communities where 30-min or 45-min fire-resistance-rated construction is mandated, in other areas 01 
when one-hour fire-resistance-rated construction is specified, semi-rigid glass-fibre insulation pane s are 
often used as the exterior insulation. Therefore, in June 2003, Forintek contracted the service o r 
Takeda to make further refinements in Forintek’s heat transfer model for exterior walls with exterior 
insulation and non-combustible rain-screens. The modifications provide users with the option ot 
selecting either exterior EPS insulation or exterior semi-rigid glass-fibre panel insulation. In addition, Ur 
Takeda obtained the necessary thermo-physical property data for semi-rigid glass-fibre insulation boards 
required for the model, and test data from full-scale tests carried out by the JTCCM on such assemblies. 
The latter information was incorporated into the model for both demonstration and validation purposes 
and in January 2004, Nortak delivered to Forintek, a heat transfer model which predicts the thermal 
response of wood-frame exterior walls constructed with either exterior EPS insulation or exterior semi
rigid glass-fibre panel insulation and ceramic-siding rains screens when subjected to standard tire 
exposures on the outside face (Richardson, 2004).

5.2 Heat Transfer Models for Walls Complying with Japanese “one-plus-three” 
Specifications for Fire Resistance

In August 2003, Forintek contracted the services of Nortak Software Ltd. to modify Forintek s Ŵ LL 
heat transfer model to predict the thermal response of walls subjected to the fire exposures outline in ie 
“one-plus-three” specifications for construction in Japanese Fire Protection Zones. However betore that 
work could be started, a great deal of information was required about the procedures followed when 
Japanese laboratories cany out such tests and about the thermophysical properties of the materials 
commonly used in Japan for construction of walls complying with the requirements: specifically of 
gypsum board panels manufactured in Japan. Therefore, in August, L. Richardson traveled to Tokyo an 
the Building Research Institute in Tsukuba to gather more information about one-plus-three testing 
procedures (Richardson, 2004). In October, 2003 Dr Takeda traveled to Japan to obtain the 
thermophysical property data for the gypsum board products manufactured m Japan. The information 
that Takeda brought back indicated that the key thermophysical properties of gypsum board manufactured 
in Japan are superior to those for gypsum board manufactured in Canada and the United States. In tact, 
because the material property data for gypsum board manufactured in Japan were so different from the 
default values imbedded in the WALL2D model, successful completion of the revisions to the "ALL2D  
model would be much more difficult and require much more time than either Formtek or Dr Takeda had 
originally anticipated. Therefore, following discussions with Dr Takeda on October 28, the contract wi h 
Nortak was deferred until 2004-2005 so that we could rethink the best approach to use.

5.3  Heat Transfer Models for Interior (Partition) Walls
As noted earlier, in August, 2003, Forintek contracted the services of Nortak Software Ltd. to modify 
Forintek’s WALL2D heat transfer model to predict the thermal response of walls subjected to the tire 
exposures outlined in “one-plus-three” fire tests. Then, in October Forintek, with concurrence of Nor ak 
and Dr Takeda, agreed to defer much of that work until 2004-2005; and for the remainder of 2003-2004, 
to modify WALL2D so that users of the heat transfer model, as it currently existed, would have the option 
to use either the default ASTM E 119 standard fire exposure built into the software or of inputting other 
fire exposures to be defined by up to eight separate points on a time temperature curve. Also, the 
modifications would allow users to choose either the default thermophysical property data built into the 
model for the key components of walls, or to choose, within reasonable ranges, to mput (using sliders 
incorporated into the model’s user interface) user-specified values for those properties.
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5.4 Heat Transfer Models for Floor Assemblies

As noted earlier, one of the students enrolled at Carleton University, Steven Craft, chose as the topic for
his PhD thesis the reliability of wood-frame floors in fire and that one of the tasks that he is carrying out
for his thesis is the development of a heat transfer model for floor assemblies constructed with solid-wood
joists. However, in April 2003, Dr Hadjisophocleous, the Chair in Fire Safety
university, and Craft’s thesis advisor, submitted a proposal to the Ontario Center o f Excellence■ (OCE)
which would leverage Forintek’s financial support to Craft and enable
research program around Craft’s thesis research. OCE accepted theproposal mà
Carleton University and OCE signed the requisite agreement (OCE Project DE40096)- This O P ^
commenced on January 1, 2004 and is to be completed 27 months later. The proposed wo * * *
the development and validation of computer models which predict the response
assemblies to attack by fire. The models will calculate the thermal response of the asse™bll®^o sJa"
and “realistic” fire exposures (as defined by specific time-temperature curves), as' Z
response of the assemblies as a result of deteriorating material properties at elevated
chaning of wood structural members. A second model will also be developed to predict the ^ a b i l i t y  of 
failure of timber-frame building elements. The research will be conducted by three post-graduate 
students and Craft, and will include three full-scale fire-resistance tests to provide experimental data fo
validation of the models.

5.5 Other Fire Modelling
One of the biggest problems encountered in performance-base fire-safety design of structures is sclectmg 
the proper d S g n  fires, or “realistic fires” to be used when calculating fire resistance. For large 
commercial building with atria, establishing the required fire exposures on ^  b o u n tie s  of the ataa 
from a fire within these tall, large spaces is a particularly difficult issue, ^erefore in 2003 f  ^
researchers in Australia submitted a proposal to the Australian Research C^ ncl1 ^ J  Forintek 
subject. The research would be led by Dr Paul Clancy at the Victoria University of T e ^  
would provide some financial support. The research would involve development of a model to predict 
fire resistance of the wood frame walls that surround atria in large commercial buildings when there are
fires within those atria.

6 Progress (April 2004-March 2005)

6.1 Heat Transfer Models for Exterior Walls of Houses in Japan
In June 2004 Dr H. Takeda presented a paper, coauthored with L. Richardson, entitled Fire Resistance o f 
V o 2 fr ie d  Exterior WaUs: Model Ind Full-scale Test at the 8th World Conference on Timber 
Engineering (WCTE 2004) in Lahti, Finland. The paper described Forintek s heat transfer nmde 
exterior walls with exterior insulation and non-combustible rain-screens, and comparisons between 
models predicted outcomes and the results of frill-scale fire tests on such assemblies. A copy of the paper 
can be found in Appendix I.

6.2 Heat Transfer Models for Interior (Partition) Walls, and Walls Complying with 
Japanese “one-plus-three” Specifications for Fire Resistance

As a summary of the accomplishments in 2004-2005 were being pulled together for this report one 
conclusion became obvious to Forintek fire Scientists. We were at best, spinning our wheels, and in a
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number of areas we were falling back in our efforts to develop a heat transfer model for walls that would 
permit users to input thermophysical properties for key components of the wall, and to input user-defined 
fire exposures that declined in severity (e.g. “real” fire scenarios within rooms m buildings) and 
particularly user-defined fire exposures that declined in severity over extended periods of time (e.g. the 
“one-plus-three” test requirements for fireproof construction in Japan).

Early in 2004, Dr Takeda concluded that one of the mathematical “simplifications” in the WALL2D heat- 
transfer model rendered that computer model difficult, if not impossible to use for fires that declined in 
severity. He then attempted to employ a new computer model, HT Wall (Takeda, 2004). Fonntek agreed 
to this tack with some reluctance since this new computer model had never been subjected to scientific 
“peer review”, and because both the engineering and programming in the model were unknown. 
Nevertheless, Dr Takeda commenced making revisions to this model so that it would meet Fonntek s 
needs. A series of pop-ups were built into the user interface that permitted users to input alternative 
values (to the built-in default values) for the thermophysical properties of the key components of the wall 
(See Figures 1 through 4). However, when thermophysical property values for the wood studs gypsum 
board and insulation differing significantly from the default values in the model were inputted, the mo e 
did not predict changes in heat transfer through the wall that sound enginnering principles would suggest 
should have occurred. This strongly indicated that there were other problems needing to be addressed m 
the model. Also, once “real fires” in a compartment within a building reach the fully-developed, 
ventilation-controlled stage, temperatures within the compartment may ossilate up and down in a saw
tooth pattern for a period of time before beginning a general decline. Initial attempts to have the new 
computer model handle this scenario were unsuccessful. Finally other problems were identified, 
including shrinkage of gypsum board, specific heats of gypsum board and of wood, and heat generation 
within walls due to combustion and pyrolysis of the studs. Finally, it was recognized that the mode l 
not adequately handle mass transfer of moisture/water vapour and the pyrolysis products of wood. Since 
shrinkage of gypsum board was an issue that had been adequately addressed more than five years earlier 
in WALL2D, it was becoming obvious that there were serious flaws in some of the engineering algorithms 
and software in this new heat transfer model. Taken together, these problems caused Formtek s tire 
scientists to question continuation of this direction to the work.

At the same time that the above problems with this portion of this Formtek research project were being 
considered, it was found necessary to reduce the overall magnitude of Forintek’s expenditures for fire 
research. That consideration, combined with the problems described above resulted in a decision 
being made to put this work on hiatus for at least one year while alternative strategies for 
development of the requisite heat transfer models were considered. Accordmgly, in March 200 îe 
project statement for this project was so revised.
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Figure 1 User interface for input of specific heat for gypsum board
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Figure 3 User interface for input o f thermal conductivity for wood studs

Figure 4 User interface for input o f specific heat fo r  wood stud

Corp.
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6.3 Heat Transfer Models for Floor Assemblies

Steve Craft one of the students enrolled at Carleton University, chose as the topic for his^hD thesis the 
reliability of°wood-frame floors in fire. One of the tasks that he is
development of a heat and mass transfer model for floor assemblies cons ru assemblies
Tn March 2005 Craft completed development of a finite element heat transfer

£  plywood or OSB floor sheading and "  ? t £
attached directly to the bottom of dte joists. C m r e n t l y C r f " " Z X e f  a ^ d t  im p rte  t o

vapour and t o  pyrolysis p ro d u j^ w o o d  and 
t o  dehydration of gypsum. This work should be done by mid-summer. It rs expected that the model w,U 
be completed and Craft’s thesis submitted by March 2006.

Ling Lu, another of t o  students enrolled at Carleton University has develo^daTrmte-element model 
which predicts the structural behaviour of a protected wood-joist. As soon as Craft thermal p

Another student enrolled at Carleton University, Eman Elewi is analyzing thei results of fire « ^ c e  
experiments on wood-joist floors, while a fourth student, Nmg Wang, rs modelling the probab.hty 
failure of floor and walls assemblies during fire exposures.

One full-scale and three intermediate-scale fire resistance tests were conducted1 by '«emchers at t o  
National Research Council Canada / Institute for Resetarch m Construe « « ^  ^ o p  d to  for
validation of t o  models being developed by Carleton University stude . ^  sheathing
constructed with nominal two-by-ten ^  oon° tein“ of m o layers of 12.7-mm Type X-C
r S C s l ^ “T e r e t e r „ o " S  to t o  assemblies during t o
intermediate-scale fire tests. The assemblies were subjected to the maximum %
Canadian design (CSA-086) during t o  full-scale test. The fire

this same exposure.

All of the above work is receiving funding support from the Ontario Centers o f Excellence (OCE) The 
m fd fte^  p t  JesTrepor, on t o  4 r k  was® submitted in Octaober 2004. Discussions are underway for a 
follow-up agreement with OCE for additional research m this area.

6.4 Other Fire Modelling

3.1.1 Model for Fire Resistance of Wood-frame Atria Boundaries

Unfortunately the Australian Research Council (ARC) decided not to fund the development of a model 
by Dr. Clancy to predict the fire resistance of the wood frame walls sumiundnig atria m arge commerc 
buildings when there are fires within those atria. Therefore, this work will not be done.
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3.1.2 Model for Char Formation in Timber

While working for the American Forest & Paper Association (AF&PA) in the mid 1990 s, Dr.

accoL ed for by the assumption that only a fraction of the moisture content of * e  «ood^apom te^ d 
leaves the exposed boundary of the timber. This fraction is species dependent and ‘s ™
basis of ASTM E 119 chairing rate data for slabs with differemg m o s i t i^ c o n ^ f e ln  otter 
model to predict performance of timber slabs during Ere exposures cahtaated by
of char formation in timber slabs of that particular species when exposed to A S T M ® i P f V " E  Dr 
As a result, CROW was not practical for either design or research purposes. Therefore m iJOUA 
t s s e n s ,  now Director, D e p ln e n , of Fire Tech„olo?  a, the Sonftwes. ^ h  ^  ( S w ^  
submitted a proposal to AF&PA to assess the ability of commeneally ava“ '=rf™ u ® ,”  h r f e  and 
analysis programs to model wood members exposed to fire conditions and their abdity 
appropriately model vaiying themial properties, shrinking char energy ^ w ^ T  
evaporation, mass transfer and themial feedback from flammg combustion 0,1* i surface of 
The thermal conductivity and specific heat for the wood would be derived from CROW and empirical d 
developed by Dr Robert White at the USDA Forest Products Laboratory.
For a number of years, fire scientists at the USDA Forest Products Laboratory and Forintek have 
discussed various ways to complete the development of CROW into a practical design andresearchooL 
Members of the Af I p A Subcommittee on Fire Performance of Wood acknowledged t o I  would be 
many applications for such a model, and since AF&PA did not have the
Subcommittee recommended that Forintek work with Dr Janssens to complete CROW'S development as a 
usable tool for both research and design. Accordingly in
agreement with SwM to merge CROW with a commeneally available finite e A ™  “  
model. Robert White from the USDA Forest Products Laboratory will also assist m this endeavour by 
providing data for input into the model and by assisting in the model’s validation.

7 2005-2006 Work Plan
This research project will continue in 2005-2006.

Over the course of the year, Forinteks fire scientists will examine alternative str^ iê  d7 ^ ^ 1f stif  
a model which is able to predict heat transfer through symmetrical interior walls ^ s h e d  on each side 
with gypsum board when subjected to user-defined and standard parametric fire exposures inc uding fir 
Z o s Z ïs  with prolonged periods of declining temperatures (fire decay). The mode will also permit 
X  r fn p T w ith in  reasonable ranges, user-specified values for the thermo-physcial properties of the
key components of wall assemblies.

Forintek will continue to assist the Carleton University Industrial Research Chair in Fire Safety 
Engineering, Steven Craft, the PhD student enrolled in that program ^ e lo p in g  a * "^deTresearch 
wood-frame floor assemblies, and other students participating in e 
project on floor assemblies.

Forintek will establish an agreement with fire scientists at SwRI to merge CROITwith a « ™ > l l y  
available finite-element thermal analysis model in order to create a practical design and research
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predict char formation in large timber members exposed to fire. Robert White from the F°rest
Products Laboratory will also assist in this endeavour by providing data for input into the model an y 
assisting in the model’s validation.
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Fire Resistance of Wood-Framed Exterior Walls: 
Model and Full-Scale Test
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Leslie R. Richardson 
Fire Research Group, 
Forintek Canada Corp. 
Ottawa, Canada

Summary

The paper describes a heat transfer model for prediction of the thermal response of wood-framed exterior 
walls constructed with 38-mm by 89-mm wood-studs, gypsum board attached to the studs on the interior 
side of the wall, OSB sheathing attached to the side of the studs opposite to the gypsum board, insulation 
foam (EPS) outside the OSB sheathing, an air cavity for ventilation purposes, and a 12-mm or 15-mm 
thick noncombustible (ceramic) exterior siding attached to the wall over wood strapping. This paper 
examines the fire resistance of this type of wall when the exterior face of the wall is exposed to tire. I he 
model calculates heat transfer through the siding, the air cavity, the external foamed-plastic insulation, 
OSB sheathing, wood studs, the cavities between the studs, and the gypsum board on the interior face. 
When the calculated results were compared to the results from full-scale fire-endurance tests, very goo 
agreement was observed.

Key words: Heat transfer, Modeling, Fire Resistance, Wood-framed external walls, Fire endurance test, 
Char formation

' 1. Introduction

Wood-framed exterior walls with an air cavity directly behind the exterior siding are increasing in 
popularity in recent years in Japan because air circulation through that external air cavity assists in 
preventing condensation of moisture within the walls. Figure 1 illustrates a typical wood-framed exterior 
wall with such an external air cavity. Fresh air enters the air cavity along the bottom of the assembly and 
flows upward through the cavity carrying away most of the moisture and thereby preventing condensation 
of the moisture within the rest of the wall. It might reasonably be expected that this siding cavity would 
not only prevent moisture condensation in the wall but would also improve the fire resistance °f e 
assembly. The present paper describes a computer model to predict the thermal response of such wood
framed exterior wall assemblies when the exterior siding is exposed to fire and compares the calculated 
results to the results from two full-scale fire endurance tests.
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2. Model Theory and Equations

Heat transfer through the solid components satisfies the two-dimensional heat conduction equation. 

Cpp(ST/St) = d/dx (kST/dx) + d/dy(dT/dy)

Where Cp is a specific heat (J/kg-K), p is density (kg/m3) and k T “

convective heat input:

-k(0T/0x) = hf(Tf - Tsf) + so(T/ - TSf4) (2)

gas, s is the effective surface emissivity [1] of the exterior siding and a  is the Stephan-Boltzm 
constant.

The boundary condition at the surface of the exterior siding on the cavity-side can be described as:

-k(oT/ox) = ha(Tsc - Tc) + saFci2(TsC4 - Tic4) + sctFci3(TSc4 - Tis4)

where T is the surface temperature of the exterior siding on the cavity-side, Tc is the cavity gas 
temperature, Tis is the surface temperature of sides of the wood straP [a^ n̂  ® a
convective heat transfer coefficient (W/m2-K) between the siding surface and the cavity g •

The boundary condition at the surface of the insulation layer (EPS) in the external cavity which faces the 
cavity gas can be described as:
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-k(9T/9x) = ha(Tc - T;c) + sa  Fcn( Ts04 - T;c ) + soFc23(TiC ■ TiS )
(4)

where Tic is the surface temperature of the EPS facing the cavity gas. Fen, Fcis and Fc23 are * e V1̂  
factors for radiative heat exchange [1], As the EPS shrinks at elevated temperatures, the wtdft of fte 
cavity space increases with time. Therefore, the view factors Feu, Fen and FC23 change with time

At the interfaces between the siding and wood strap, and the EPS and wood strap, the following 
continuity equations were assumed,

k(9T/9x)siding — k(9T/9x)strap 

k(9T/9x) insulation = k(9T/9x)strap

The boundary condition at the surface of the OSB which faces the (EPS) insulation layer includes both 
radiative and convective heat transfer,

-k(9T/9x) = ha(Tio - T0i) + sa( Ti04 - T04)

where Toi is the surface temperature of the OSB facing the EPS and Tio is the surface temperature of the 
EPS facing the OSB.

If the spaces between the studs are not insulated (the stud cavities are empty), radiative and convective 
heat exchange is considered within those cavities. In such case, the boundary condition at the surface of 
OSB which faces the stud cavities can be described as:

-k(9T/ôx) = hc(T0v - Tv) + sa  F12 (T0v4 - Tgv4) + sa  FJ3 (Tov4 - T^,4) (8)

where T0vis the surface temperature of OSB on the stud-cavity side, Tv is the stud-cawty gas 
temperature, is the surface temperature of the wood stud facing the stud-cavity and T is the surf 
temperature of the gypsum board on the stud-cavity side. F12 and F23 are view factors for the calcula 
of radiant heat transfer between the OSB, gypsum board and wood stud surfaces L1J-

The boundary condition at the surface of gypsum board on stud-cavity side can be described as.

-k(9T/9x) = hc(Tv - Tgv) + sa  F2J (T0v4 - T^4) + sa F23 (Tgv4 - Tw4)

The boundary condition at the surface of wood stud facing the internal stud-cavity gas can be described
as:

(10)-k(9T/9y) = hc(Tv - Tm) + sa  F3! (T0v4 - O  + £a F32 (Tgv '  Twv )

If the stud cavity is filled with insulation, heat is transmitted by conduction within that cavity. Eq. (1) is 
used in such case.

The boundary condition at the surface of gypsum board on the ambient side (inside the building) can be 
described as:

-k(9T/9x) = hc(Tga - Ta) (11)
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The above equations Eqs.(l) to (11) were solved using the finite difference method. The grid size for the 
defined as 0.0015m and for y-direction, Ay -  0.003m, and the «tme step»as 1 see.

Thermal properties in those equations, specific heat Cp, thermal conductivity “  ^  h
defined as fonctions of temperatures [2,3], The computer program was written in C++ and the user
interface and graphics display were written in Microsoft Visual C++ and M+ .

3. Full-scale Fire-endurance Tests

Two full-scale fire endurance tests were conducted by the Japan Testing
Materials (JTCCM). Figure 2 shows the JTCCM test apparatus (fomace) and exterior wall spewmen. 
TesCeeiinens were consnucted widr 12-mm thick and 15-mm thick ceramic extenor

b- d (66°
kg/m3) was used as the interior wall lining.

LOAD
4------------- - 2000-mm -----------►

3000-mm

• l >1■ iH■ i

O

o

stud

thermocouple

O

ceramic
siding

gas
burner

Fig. 2 Test apparatus and external wall test specimen.
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The test specimen was installed in the furnace with the exterior siding facing; the gas burners The 
furnace was fueled by premixed propane-air burners. The heatmg curve used in the test was that 
described in IS0834 [4], Thermocouples were installed on the surfaces of the various components in 
order to measure the temperatures of the surface of the siding facing the cavity, B the s 
insulation facing the cavity, C, the surface of the OSB m contact wi h the ^
gypsum board facing the stud cavity, E, ambient side of the assembly, F, and the mterface between the
OSB and wood stud, G.

Figure 3 shows the time / temperature curves obtained during TEST 1 in which the test specimen was 
instructed with 12-mm thickexterior siding, and TEST 2 in which the specimen ^
15-mm thick siding. It should be noted that the temperatures at locations B, C, D  E M d  F m 1 tb , 1 2 are 
lower than those in TEST 1 thereby illustrating the effects of siding thickness on thermal performan .

4. Model Predictions

The results for TEST 1 and 2 as calculated by the model are shown in Fig. 4. Very good agreement was 
observed between the model’s predictions and test results. The model also predicts char formation in 
wood strap and OSB, and the melting behavior of the insulation. The time when
the EPS began to melt was predicted to be 8 min 5 s in TEST 1 and 11 mm 15 s in TEST 2 The model
predicted that all the EPS would be melted away at 13 mm 45 s in TEST 1 and lS mui ' sd^TEST
The time until charring of the wood strapping would commence was predicted to be 14 mm 30 s m iEM  
1 and 19 min 41 s in TEST 2, and the time when it was predicted that all the wood strapping wou 
L ^ e L  ,o char waS 29 mfa 26 s in TEST 1 and 35 min 40 s in TEST 2. Char formatior, in £ i wood 
strapping is a critical factor in the overall fire resistance of the assembly since the exterior si g 
fastened directly to the wood strapping. As more and more of the wood is converted to char,th 
probability of the siding falling from the assembly increases If that occurs, die T “f f
to impinge directly on the interior components of the assembly (insulation, shea & “ . first
shows the model’s prediction for char formation in the strapping during TEST 1. Char formation is 
observed at the comer of the strapping and then spreads along the surface of the strapping an 
interface between the strapping and siding. The thickness of the char increases with time, and at 25 min 
the entire surface of the wood strapping was surrounded by a layer of char. Finally, the entire strap
converted to char at 29 min 26 s.
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Fig. 4 Model predictions (solid lines) and test results (dashed lines).

Î1S0834lS08y4_

TEMPTEMP

TIME

Fig. 5 Char formation in wood strapping and OSB at 20 min, 23 mm, 25 min, 28 min and 30 mm.

5. C oncluding R em arks

A model to predict the thermal response of a popular design of wood-framed exterior walls m Japan has 
been developed. The model employs two-dimensional heat conduction equations to calculate theflowxif 
heat throughout such assemblies. The model’s predictions were compared to the results from full-scale 
fire-endurance tests and very good agreement was observed.
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